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Rule No. 6
LINE EXTENSIONS
6-2

Line Extensions Exceeding Line Extension Allowance
A. Where a line extension cost exceeds the line extension allowance specified above in Rule No.
6-1 , the Utility will require the Applicant for Service to pay the difference between the cost of
the project and the line extension allowance plus the applicable surcharge (see Rule No. 613). This payment will be collected as an advance. When additional requests for service (new
line taps) from this line extension are received within 120 months for Single Family
Residential Service, or 60 months for other service from the date the extension is completed,
the Utility shall:
I.

Collect from the subsequent Residential or General Service Customer connecting to the
original line extension an advance representing an amount that is proportional to the
subsequent customer's point of connection. Proportional advances are computed as
follows:
Each line extension will be divided into 100 equal segments, with each segment
representing 1% of the original advance. The subsequent customer shares costs equally
with all other customers served by each line segment up to their point of connection.
When the point of cOlUlection is located within a line segment, the subsequent customer
is responsible for their share of the full line segment.

2.

Refund to customers connected to the original line extension will be treated as follows:
Single Family Residential Service Customer
I.
When a subsequent customer requests connection to the original line extension, the
remaining cost obligation of customers already connected to the extension (existing
customers) and the cost obligation of the subsequent customer are determined as
described in Rule No. 6-2 (A)(I), and as if the subsequent customer was connected
to the line extension. The refund to each existing customer is based on their
remaining cost obligation.
11. Refunds shall not exceed the customer's proportionate share of the cost of the
original line extension.
111. No refunds will be made or credits allowed until the additional Applicant for
Service has become an active electric Customer of the Utility.
IV. At the end of the 120-month period referred to above, no further refunds shall be
made.
v. If the original Residential line extension customer, or any subsequent customer,
sells or disposes of the property for which the line extension was originally
intended to serve at any time during the 120-month refund period, their successors
or assignees will not be entitled to a refund from that point forward. Such
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